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Although this issue of CIL is devoted to open
source solutions, I’m taking a look at a slightly
different yet related topic. In its Sept. 20, 2008,
issue, The Economist magazine published a
short feature on a very intriguing new blog ap-
plication—not quite open source by a strict def-
inition but very much in the spirit of open source
community building. The application is called
Research Blogging, and it is being promoted by
a nonprofit with the same name (see http://re
searchblogging.org). In covering this new prod-
uct, the title The Economist gave its article was,
portentously, “User-Generated Science.”

Hmm. Half of my senior colleagues on the
faculty here take a somewhat dim view of
blogs, and the word “user” reminds them
more of students than of their own colleagues.
More than a few of them are unenthused with
The Public Library of Science (PLoS) and
similar innovations that go beyond the terra
firma of tried-and-true peer-reviewed science.
But the concept of “user-generated science”
struck me as enormously compelling: Could
it offer a good solution for linking Web 2.0’s
emphasis of user-generated content with se-
rious scholarship? Maybe, maybe not; but I
think the basic paradigm of Research Blog-
ging will grow. Here’s why I’m excited.

Research Blogging Explained

Research Blogging is a community-run
nonprofit organization that is promoting a

suite of blogging software to scholars.The pro-
gram was written by New York’s Seed Media
Group (SMG).The Research Blogging group is
separate and runs its own extensive family of
blogs that are based on scientific disciplines;
more on that below. SMG is in business for a
profit, so that stretches its links to the open
source movement to the limit, but not over it.
SMG donates its Seed software to schools and
organizations and takes an active philan-
thropic role in promoting science on the web.

Research Blogging itself does two things,
and it does them very well. First, it extends an
invitation to a community,and it is open to any-
one. Users add a snippet of code to their blogs,
and then Research Blogging captures their
posts and puts them on its own aggregating
homepage.The result is many hundreds of dis-
tinct discussion threads that follow scientific
research in the bright light of the blogosphere,
findable by discipline as well as by author. The
Economist rightly equates this social network-
ing with the historical institution of the “jour-
nal club”: authors discussing their work, in all
seriousness, with like-minded peers under the
umbrella of a respected journal. As a frequent
visitor to London and a fan of Neil Stephen-
son’s science fiction writing, I can easily imag-
ine a wood-paneled London club as the site for
discourse and debate.Research Blogging seeks
to re-create that very feeling.

Second, Research Blogging requires its
users to follow guidelines. Nothing major,
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nothing too onerous, but very well-
crafted guidelines to please digital li-
brarians. Users must follow citation
guidelines, must have their posts re-
viewed by experts in the field, and
must allow the posts’ family of blogs to
be archived. Most of all, they must pub-
lish original work of their own and
stand by it. It sounds a lot like a peer-
reviewed journal in practice but with
the speed and cross-pollination of in-
stantaneous web communications.

The combination of rigorous guide-
lines that conform to scholarly culture
with the practices of the blogosphere pro-
vides an interesting new spin on how sci-
ence can be done. If the leading minds of
any given profession adopted this style
of communication,the open dialogue that
would follow would strengthen the prin-
ciples of peer-reviewed research instead
of diluting them. The research in
progress presented would also reside
completely beyond the boundaries of a
peer-reviewed journal, including an
ejournal. That’s new scholarly terrain;
scientific discourse is viewable by every-
body on the blog aggregator that Re-
search Blogging hosts. Finished works
could still appear in peer-reviewed jour-
nals and websites.

The new meme at work here has to
do with bringing the rigor of scientific
and critical thinking into focus on the
internet. But there is also a third and
potentially significant new effect of
this blogging approach: It reaffirms au-
thors themselves as the guarantors of
the quality of discourse and not neces-
sarily the universities, journals, or in-
stitutes for which they work.

In short, Research Blogging creates
a viable information ecology that can ex-
pand the world of science, improve its
accessibility and global reach, and as-
sist scientists in the formation of new
institutions harnessing new technology.
Indeed, forward-looking research li-
braries and entire universities could
easily replicate this model. To some ex-
tent, they already have with reposito-
ries such as DSpace and eScholarship.

But the interactive nature of blogging
has hitherto been either missing or scat-
tered haphazardly among some higher-
quality academic sites. It’s hard to find
it and grow community around it.

Community Building and
Mentoring Goes Global

There is a spirited debate underway
in nearly all academic disciplines about
how to move the crucial institutions of
peer review and research forward in
the digital era. It’s not difficult to find
hardened stances and inflexible argu-
ments that champion a variety of ideas.
A fairly strong lobby constantly sings
out in favor of the known journals, print
or digital, that form the canonical lit-
erature of a given field. Moreover,
scratch the surface of the faculty world,
and you may find outright fear at what
might transpire if the world’s leading
universities indirectly abandon the
journals that have been stanchions of
20th-century peer review by embracing
new ejournals that are not ISI-rated—
or take even more radical steps into the
unknown. These sentiments do not re-
flect the institutional voice of the uni-
versity in society. Rather, they are the
earnest voices of faculty members that
have served on tenure review commit-
tees. It is very difficult, they argue, and
more than a little scary, to envision a
smooth transition for tenure reviews if
faculty are asked to consider all sorts
of publishing vehicles in addition to, or
instead of, the peer-reviewed journals
that now define excellence.

Research Blogging offers an inter-
esting baby step in the direction of new
media—a step that does not under-
mine the primacy of peer-reviewed
journals. As a community, it creates a
global mechanism for discourse about
solid scholarship that can be folded
into larger forums and attached to per-
sonal webpages, and it can provide es-
tablished faculty with a host of read-
ers and potential collaborators. This
could be beneficial in the mentoring of

young scholars, for senior faculty mem-
bers who have strong and established
reputations would gain a new web-
based forum for mentoring younger
scholars across borders.
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The open nature of blog-based dis-
course could also stimulate new path-
ways for study or the formation of hy-
potheses and perhaps even foster those
special moments when “light bulbs” pop
on. That synergy could be fostered any-
where the web reaches. In actual prac-
tice, the internet has been making such
moments possible for years now; for ex-
ample, field work data can be scanned
and uploaded from remote areas and re-
viewed by experts back home. Perhaps
less rigorous, but no less meaningful,
those of like mind can find each other
much more easily through the internet
and form collaborative relationships for
research,writing,and speaking gigs that
are “born digital.” A personal example:
When Belgian author Michael Bauwens
coined the moniker “cybrarians” in 1994,
he and I entered into a discourse that led
to joint speaking engagements,guest ed-
itorial appointments, and more.

Upsides and Downsides

As my overview suggests, Research
Blogging does not set itself up in oppo-
sition to university policies, nor does it
really undermine the institutions of peer
review that faculty depend upon. In-
stead, it is a user-driven movement that
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places the primacy of action on users
themselves and gives community mem-
bers a powerful stake in creating a vi-
brant and critically rigorous domain. It’s
a compelling idea,and it is likely to have
a bright future, in my opinion.Moreover,
SMG’s website claims that the firm has
provided free licenses to more than
15,000 secondary schools,which sets the
stage for innovation in college prepara-
tory settings. Yet, just as with all new
media, Research Blogging carries up-
sides and downsides. While the down-
sides don’t seem fatal, they are signifi-
cant. Here’s the good news first:

Synergy and community. There
are many avenues for specialists to find
each other and to compare their re-
search progress, not least of which are
the annual association meetings that
bring thousands of economists, psy-
chologists, or doctors together. Research
Blogging builds upon this culture of col-
laboration, providing ongoing news and
communication between meetings and
other gatherings. Because the aggrega-
tion of blogs is content-focused, it’s more
than just a “hi, how are you” RSS feed—
it can be very technical and focus on cru-
cial research.This in turn might trigger
fresh thinking by colleagues in other lo-
cations. In this respect, Research Blog-
ging accelerates the movement of ideas
around the globe—but in a responsible
manner and under the direct guidance
of serious researchers.

Young scholars have more at
stake and more to risk. Now for the
bad news. Anyone who works closely
with doctoral students will know that the
ideas that lead to a doctoral thesis are
kept in privacy,usually known just to the
candidate and his or her committee.The
reason for this veil of privacy is to pro-
tect a new idea until it is ready for com-
mon reading. Otherwise, other students
may benefit from (or perhaps even bor-
row) ideas that are neither complete nor
sufficiently linked to the young author.
Students can be very concerned about
this:For example,our local immigration-
focused group does indeed circulate

drafts of dissertation chapters, but the
list of who may receive these drafts is
very limited. This “risk factor” poses a
cultural challenge for Research Blogging.
How can the blogosphere be made safe
for young scholars to contribute? There
are certainly advantages for young schol-
ars in joining broad discourse, so finding
the right answer is important. Perhaps
the solution is to create an ezine ap-
proach with short features—not unlike
poster sessions—that let young scholars
contribute without revealing their most
crucial research.

A 5-Cent Forecast

It is most probably obvious that I find
the concept of Research Blogging com-
pelling.Even though the nonprofit of the
same name operates its blogging tool un-
der strictures, the principles governing
the product could be mimicked by uni-
versities themselves or by publishers
that wish to grow their web portals. My
sense is that this approach to academic
blogging holds two value points that
guarantee its future.First and foremost,
it helps like-minded scholars find each
other and create synergy. Second, it em-
powers the author.So here’s my forecast:
User-generated science is new, but it is
here to stay. Scholars in the humanities
and other disciplines should take note
for that reason.Because authors are the
principle beneficiaries, universities and
publishers have less at stake and less
reason to block a growing movement
such as this one. In the open space that
remains, scholarship grows a new digi-
tal limb that helps extend its reach—
into secondary schools, into society, and
into our hearts and minds. ■
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